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Abstract
Mechanisms underlying deviant cell size fluctuations among clonal bacterial siblings are generally considered to be cryptic 
and stochastic in nature. However, by scrutinizing heat-stressed populations of the model bacterium Escherichia coli, we 
uncovered the existence of a deterministic asymmetry in cell division that is caused by the presence of intracellular protein 
aggregates (PAs). While these structures typically locate at the cell pole and segregate asymmetrically among daughter cells, 
we now show that the presence of a polar PA consistently causes a more distal off-center positioning of the FtsZ division 
septum. The resulting increased length of PA-inheriting siblings persists over multiple generations and could be observed 
in both E. coli and Bacillus subtilis populations. Closer investigation suggests that a PA can physically perturb the nucleoid 
structure, which subsequently leads to asymmetric septation.

Keywords Escherichia coli · Bacillus subtilis · Binary fission · Protein aggregates · Asymmetric septation

Introduction

While cell sizes among different bacterial species can span 
several orders of magnitude [1], they are maintained within a 
very narrow distribution among the siblings of a clonal bac-
terial population through the coordinated interplay between 
cell growth and division. Indeed, possible cell size devia-
tions seem to be intrinsically corrected over one or several 
generations when binary fission is systematically triggered 
after growing to a specific cell size (i.e., “sizer” model) or 
after the addition of a fixed cell volume (i.e., “adder” model) 
[2–7]. Furthermore, the exact midcell positioning of an FtsZ 
proto-ring (where it recruits proteins involved in cell wall 
synthesis and cell septation) [8] minimizes cell size fluc-
tuations at birth and is coordinated by the oscillating Min 
system [9], SlmA-based nucleoid occlusion [10–13] and 

ter-mediated linkage of the dividing chromosome to the FtsZ 
proto-ring [14–18]. These homeostatic mechanisms ensure 
that cell sizes are fine-tuned in changing environmental con-
ditions and that individual cell sizes do not continuously 
diverge with every generation of a growing lineage [2, 4, 
19–21].

While several environmental conditions such as DNA-
damage [22], nutrient availability [23–27], and osmotic 
forces [28] have been shown to influence cell size on the 
population level, understanding the origins of intercellular 
size variations within a homogeneous environment (i.e., not 
arising from local spatio-temporal gradients) has remained 
elusive. For example, the so-called “growth law” states that 
there is a positive correlation between the population-aver-
age cell size and the population-average growth rate across 
a variety of growth conditions [23, 24], but this relation-
ship does not seem to reliably persist on the single-cell level 
(i.e., single-cell variability in growth rate does not correlate 
well with single-cell variability in cell size within a par-
ticular population) [6]. Single-cell fluctuations in cell size 
are, therefore, generally assumed to be purely stochastic in 
nature and to stem from stochastic occurrences of asym-
metric divisions and variability in the speed and timing of 
cell constriction [29].
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In this study, however, we discovered that intracellular 
protein aggregates (PAs) can act as a deterministic disrup-
tor of the cell size homeostasis process in Escherichia coli 
and Bacillus subtilis model systems. These PA structures 
emerge from the assembly of misfolded proteins caused by 
adverse environmental stresses, translational errors or muta-
tions [30]. Moreover, they are typically associated with the 
old cell pole (i.e., the cell pole that was inherited from the 
mother cell and was not newly formed during division) due 
to an inability to migrate past the nucleoid and the result-
ing asymmetric segregation that occurs during cell division 
[30–35]. We observed that these PAs impact the intracellular 
architecture by disrupting the location and characteristics 
of the nucleoid and division machinery, thereby perturbing 
the cell’s ability to accurately determine its mid-point and 
leading to a structural increase in cell size for daughter cells 
inheriting these structures.

Results

PAs cause systematic deviations from cell division 
symmetry

When comparing morphological characteristics of PA-bear-
ing and PA-free E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP siblings (har-
boring the previously described fluorescent IbpA-msfGFP 
PA-reporter in which the small heat shock protein IbpA 
colocalizes with aggregated proteins [36]) 1 h after expo-
sure to a PA-inducing sublethal heat shock, we noted that 
the PA-bearing subpopulation was on average 11.4% longer 
than the PA-free subpopulation (Fig. 1A). To address this 
observation more systematically, we monitored the divisions 
of PA-bearing cells in 30 MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP microcolo-
nies emerging from heat-shocked founder cells with time-
lapse fluorescence microscopy and determined the relative 
division site localization with respect to the old cell pole 
(Fig. 1B and C). Since PAs are preferentially found in the old 
cell poles, we used the divisions of the corresponding PA-
free cells with the exact same old pole ages as a control. This 
analysis revealed that during division events where a PA is 
present in the old cell pole, the septation site tends to be 
asymmetrically skewed away from this PA-bearing cell pole 

Fig. 1  A Cell lengths of PA-bearing  (PA+) and PA-free  (PA−) sub-
populations of exponential phase E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP 
cells 1 h after exposure to a PA-inducing sublethal heat shock (47 °C, 
15 min). These cells were transferred from well-mixed liquid cultures 
onto agarose pads for immediate microscopic image acquisition. The 
p value was calculated using a Welch’s t-test comparing the  PA+ and 
 PA− subpopulations. B Normalized division site localization deter-
mined for division events where PA-bearing cells  (PA+) and the cor-
responding PA-free cells with the exact same old pole age  (PA−) in 3 
generations of 30 MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP microcolonies asymmetri-
cally segregating polarly localized heat shock induced PAs (47  °C, 
15 min). The horizontal dashed line at 0.5 represents a perfectly sym-
metrical division, while values higher than 0.5 correspond to larger 

old pole cells at birth and values lower than 0.5 correspond to larger 
new pole cells at birth. The p value comparing the asymmetry of 
 PA+ and  PA− cell couples at birth was calculated using a Student’s t 
test. Asterisks indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) of each bin 
from 0.5 (Student’s t-tests). C Representative phase contrast, epif-
luorescence (reporting the asymmetrically segregated IbpA-msfGFP 
labeled PA indicated by the white arrow) and superimposed images 
of E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP microcolonies 3 generations after 
a sublethal heat shock. Scale bar corresponds to 2 µm. For A and B, 
data were pooled from three independent experiments and is shown 
as box (25th to 75th percentile) and whisker (1.5 × IQR) plots with 
individual data points overlaid as jitter plots, the mean plotted as a 
white diamond and the sample sizes (n) indicated on the figures
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(Fig. 1B). Because of this asymmetry, PA-bearing siblings 
were systematically larger at birth than their PA-free sisters.

Surprisingly, a small inherent asymmetry was also 
observed in the corresponding PA-free division events, 
which manifested itself in a slight shift away from the 
(empty) old cell pole (Fig. 1B). Notably, besides the above-
mentioned deterministic PA/old cell pole-associated effects, 
our analysis also again underscores the inherent stochastic-
ity/inaccuracy in the cell’s ability to place the division site 
at the exact mid-point of the cell, clearly visible by the vari-
ability within the PA-free divisional cells (Fig. 1B).

We subsequently hypothesized that the division asym-
metry we observed in cells with heat shock-derived PAs 
would also occur in the recently described E. coli MG1655 
ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 strain, in which expression of the 
aggregation-prone  TnaAΔ106 variant (and as such the induc-
tion of IbpA-msfGFP labeled  TnaAΔ106 PAs) can be tightly 
controlled by l-tryptophan without the need of a heatshock 
[37]. All division events from 3 generations of microcolo-
nies emerging from l-tryptophan-induced founder cells were 
monitored and categorized in 7 different division types (des-
ignated “1” through “7”) according to the pattern of old/
new cell pole inheritance (Fig. 2A and B). In short, if a 
mother cell’s designation equals ×, its daughter cells receive 
a designation equal to 2× (if it inherits the old cell pole) 
or 2× + 1 (if it inherits the new cell pole) (Fig. 2A). This 
allows us to distinguish divisions based on the dividing cell’s 
relationship to the asymmetrically segregating (and old cell 
pole-associated) PA, the age of the old cell pole (i.e., the 
number of generations it has been inherited) and the genera-
tion in which it occurs. This analysis clearly revealed that 
consecutive divisions of PA-inheriting cells systematically 
show strong deviations from symmetry (divisions “1”, “2” 
and “4”; Fig. 2C and E) and seem to initiate division at a 
larger cell length (Fig. 2G). While small old pole-associated 
asymmetries were again detected in PA-free cells (found to 
be significant in divisions “3” and “6”; Fig. 2C and E), these 
were significantly less pronounced than those observed in 
PA-bearing cells. As a PA-free control, the analysis was 
repeated for the nearly isogenic E. coli MG1655 ibpA-
msfGFP tnaAK270A cells, which produce a soluble (i.e., non 
PA-forming) catalytically compromised TnaA variant [37, 
38], confirming a small old pole-associated asymmetry in 
division, skewed away from the old cell pole (Fig. 2D and 
F). Note that the average cell length (i.e., independent of 
PA state or pole age) diminishes throughout the generations 
in these experiments (Fig. 2C and D), presumably due to 
changes in nutrient availability in the agarose pads.

These observations were also independently confirmed 
in E. coli MG1655 ΔlacY pTrc99A-Ptrc-mCer-cI78EP8 and 
E. coli MG1655 ΔlacY pTrc99A-Ptrc-mCer-cI78WT micro-
colonies (Supplementary Fig. S1), in which fluorescently 
tagged synthetic proteins (aggregate-prone mCer-cI78EP8 

or its soluble mCer-cI78WT equivalent [36]) are expressed 
from IPTG-inducible plasmids. In turn, this suggests that the 
precise composition or origin of the PA is inconsequential 
to disrupting binary fission, but that the physical presence 
of these structures themselves constitutes the driving factor.

We subsequently hypothesized that this phenomenon 
of PA-mediated disruption of division symmetry may not 
be limited to E. coli but could extend to other rod-shaped 
bacteria that have a similar pattern of asymmetric PA inher-
itance. To test this, we used a recently described B. subti-
lis PA model system (manuscript under review) in which 
expression of aggregate-prone GFP(Sp)-cI78EP8 and solu-
ble GFP(Sp)-cI78WT are controlled by an IPTG-inducible 
promoter from the amyE locus (Supplementary Fig. S2A). 
This system allowed a similar analysis as in E. coli and con-
firmed the existence of a strong PA-mediated asymmetry 
during cell division (Supplementary Fig. S2B and D) and a 
small old pole-associated asymmetry in divisions where no 
PAs were observed (Supplementary Fig. S2C and E). In line 
with the previously mentioned E. coli experiments (Fig. 2G, 
Supplementary Fig. S1E), PA-bearing B. subtilis cells also 
divide at larger cell lengths than their PA-free counterparts 
(Supplementary Fig. S2F). Notably, we also observed that 
the asymmetric segregation of GFP(Sp)-cI78EP8 PAs seems 
to be accompanied by a PA-derived concentration gradient 
in the cells spawning off from the PA-harboring cell (Sup-
plementary Fig. S2A), a phenomenon that has previously 
been described for E. coli and that may stem from a combi-
nation of disaggregation and segregation dynamics during 
growth and could shape the proteomes of individual cells in 
a deterministic lineage-dependent fashion [35, 36].

PAs displace the nucleoid and division machinery

We subsequently examined whether this PA-mediated dis-
ruption of cell division symmetry was actually caused by 
PA-driven repositioning of the cell division machinery and 
the localization of the nucleoid. Indeed, in l-tryptophan-
induced E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 cells binned 
according to their cell cycle age (and oriented according to 
their most fluorescent pole), FtsZ was found to assemble 
in an asymmetrically located Z-ring in predivisional and 
divisional cells containing a single aggregate (Fig. 3A, B 
(left panels) and C; Supplementary Fig. S3A). In PA-free E. 
coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAK270A control cells under-
going the same treatment, division symmetry was of course 
expected since these cell orientations can be assumed to be 
randomized when orienting cells according to their most flu-
orescent pole [Fig. 3A, B (left panels) and C; Supplementary 
Fig. S3A]. In addition, nucleoid positioning was found to 
be skewed away from the PA-containing cell pole through-
out the cell cycle, resulting in a shift in the nucleoid-free 
interchromosomal space in predivisional and divisional cells 
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[Fig. 3A, B (left panels) and D; Supplementary Fig. S3A]. 
Strikingly, in cells harboring a PA in both cell poles, both the 
Z-ring and nucleoid placement were still found to be asym-
metrically placed, yet skewed away from the largest (based 
on fluorescent intensity) aggregate [Fig. 3B (right panels), 
C and D; Supplementary Fig. S3]. This seems to indicate 
the presence of a size-dependent PA-mediated effect. In 
line with these findings in E. coli, we also found this shift 
in nucleoid positioning throughout the cell cycle for IPTG-
induced B. subtilis PS832 amyE::PHyperspank gfp(Sp)-cI78EP8 
cells carrying a single PA, while symmetry was (as expected) 
observed in PA-free B. subtilis PS832 amyE::PHyperspank 
gfp(Sp)-cI78WT control cells (Supplementary Fig. S4A, 

B and C). Taken together, these observations suggest that 
aggregates compete for space with the nucleoid resulting 
in its effective displacement and a shift in the nucleoid-free 
space where FtsZ polymerization (i.e., Z-ring formation) is 
allowed by the nucleoid occlusion system.

It should be noted, however, that the averaged DAPI and 
FtsZ signal profiles of the fixed cells were oriented accord-
ing to the IbpA-msfGFP signal in the cell (i.e., so that the 
poles containing the most IbpA-msfGFP or GFP(Sp)-cI78EP8 
fluorescence become oriented to the left on Figs. 3, S3 and 
S4). As such, these poles may become enriched in old cell 
poles in PA-bearing cells, while this would not be the case 
for PA-free cells (where cell orientation would presumably 
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be random with regard to old/new cell poles). It would thus 
be possible that the more subtle old cell pole-mediated effect 
we observed with regard to division site asymmetry (Figs. 1, 
2, Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2) also slightly contributes 
to FtsZ and nucleoid shifting in PA-bearing cells.

Therefore, to provide further independent support for the 
above-mentioned nucleoid displacement model (and also 
to rule out any effects that may be caused by the fixation 
process necessary for immunolabelling of FtsZ in Fig. 3), 
we aimed to obtain detailed information about the impact 
of PA size on several nucleoid characteristics by equipping 
E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 with an mScarlet-I 
translational fusion to the histone-like DNA-binding protein 
HU-α (produced by expression of hupA). Using l-trypto-
phan-induced exponential phase cultures of the resulting 

MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I strain 
(Fig. 4A), we binned cells according to whether they were 
PA-free or contained a small, medium or large polar PA 
(based on arbitrary cutoffs for the amount of polarly located 
IbpA-msfGFP fluorescence, representative examples are 
shown in Supplementary Fig. S5). The nucleoid (determined 
by the position of its centroid) in single-nucleoid cells was 
indeed found to be displaced away from the PA-bearing pole 
and this effect was found to be proportional with PA-size 
(Fig. 4B). Moreover, this size-dependent effect persisted in 
cells containing 2 nucleoids and was found to occur on both 
the nucleoid closest to (Fig. 4C, bottom) and the one far-
thest away from (Fig. 4C, top) the PA-bearing pole, although 
the shift appeared more pronounced for the PA-proximal 
nucleoid (Fig. 4C). Indeed, when quantifying the normalized 
distance between both centroids, it becomes clear that larger 
PAs exert a smaller repositioning effect on the farthest nucle-
oid than on the closest nucleoid since the distance between 
the nucleoid centroids decreases with PA size (Fig. 4D). In 
addition, this observation seems to indicate that PAs not only 
cause a repositioning of the nucleoid, but that they may also 
compress the nucleoid along the cell’s length axis. Indeed, 
a PA-size-dependent condensation of the nucleoid along its 
length axis was observed by determining the ratio of the 
nucleoid length over the length of the cell (Fig. 4E).

Since previous studies have reported the nucleoid position 
of E. coli to be biased towards the new pole at birth [39, 40], 
we were interested to investigate the impact of PAs on this 
phenomenon by comparing nucleoid repositioning in PA-
bearing cells vs. their PA-free sister cells at birth using time-
lapse fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 5A–G). This analysis 
indeed confirmed these previous observations [39, 40] (i.e., 
that PA-free cells have slightly asymmetric nucleoid cen-
troids at the time of division), as observed in both PA-free 
sister cells from PA-bearing cell couples (Fig. 5A) and in 
cell couples completely devoid of PAs at the time of division 
(Fig. 5B). However, we found this nucleoid asymmetry to 
be significantly more pronounced in the PA-bearing sister 
cells (Fig. 5A), again indicating the impact of the physi-
cal presence of PAs on the nucleoid. In addition, while the 
PA-bearing sisters were found to be on average larger than 
the PA-free cells at birth (Fig. 5C, D, again underscoring 
asymmetric positioning of the division site), we could also 
confirm that the nucleoids seem to experience compres-
sion along the length axis of the cell when PAs are present 
(Fig. 5E, F). When studying some of these sister cell couples 
with super-resolution imaging, we could also qualitatively 
observe that PA-bearing cell poles were clearly devoid of 
chromosome-associated fluorescence, again indicating that 
PAs seem to physically compete for space with the nucleoid 
(Fig. 5H).

Taken together, these results further confirm that 
the physical presence of PAs impacts the intracellular 

Fig. 2  A Division types 1–7 were assigned according to their relation 
to the asymmetrically segregating PA, their inheritance of old or new 
cell poles and their generation as schematically shown here. B Rep-
resentative phase contrast, epifluorescence (reporting IbpA-msfGFP 
localization) and superimposed images of E. coli MG1655 ibpA-
msfGFP tnaAΔ106 (left) and E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAK270A 
(right) microcolonies 3 generations after induction with 1.25  mM 
l-tryptophan is halted. The asymmetrically segregated  TnaAΔ106 PA 
is indicated by a white arrow. Scale bar corresponds to 2 µm. C, D 
Scatterplot of the cell length at birth of old vs. new pole cells of all 
division events in 3 generations of 30 E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP 
tnaAΔ106 (C; asymmetrically segregating old pole localized  TnaAΔ106 
PAs in divisions 1, 2 and 4) and 30 E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP 
tnaAK270A (D; no PAs; division type 1 omitted because old/new pole 
cells cannot be assigned) microcolonies. Each data point corresponds 
to a single-cell couple of sister cells at birth. Data points are binned 
according to their division type (see A; 1 red, 2 orange, 3 green, 4 
teal, 5 blue, 6 purple, 7 pink) and the mean is plotted as a diamond 
in the corresponding color. The black line corresponds to the iden-
tity function (y = x) and represents a perfectly symmetrical division 
event. E Normalized division site localization determined for all 
division events in 3 generations of 30 E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP 
tnaAΔ106 microcolonies asymmetrically segregating polarly local-
ized  TnaAΔ106 PAs and binned according to their division type (see 
A). Lowercase letters indicate that pairwise comparisons between 
groups are statistically significant when the groups do not have any 
letter in common (ANOVA followed by Tukey HSD post-hoc test, p 
value ≤ 0.05). F Normalized division site localization determined for 
all division events in 3 generations of 30 E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msf-
GFP tnaAK270A microcolonies (the first division event was excluded 
because the old and new cell poles could not be assigned). G Total 
cell length at birth at division PA-bearing  (PA+) and PA-free  (PA−) 
cells for generations 2 and 3 (see A) of 30 E. coli MG1655 ibpA-
msfGFP tnaAΔ106 microcolonies. Using ANOVA, a p-value ≤ 0.05 
was obtained to show that the total cell length at birth of  PA+ cells is 
larger than for  PA− cells. For E and F, the horizontal dashed line at 
0.5 represents a perfectly symmetrical division, while values higher 
than 0.5 correspond to larger old pole cells at birth and values lower 
than 0.5 correspond to larger new pole cells at birth; asterisks indi-
cate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) of each bin from 0.5 (Student’s 
t tests). For C–G, data was pooled from three independent experi-
ments. For E–G, data is shown as box (25th to 75th percentile) and 
whisker (1.5 × IQR) plots with individual data points overlaid as jitter 
plots, the mean plotted as a white diamond and the sample sizes (n) 
indicated on the figures

◂
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architecture of the chromosome in a size-dependent manner 
by condensation and repositioning of the nucleoid.

Discussion

Cell size fluctuations among clonal siblings in homogeneous 
environments are generally assumed to be purely stochastic 
in nature. However, we uncovered the existence of a deter-
ministic asymmetry in cell division imposed by the presence 

of intracellular PAs, which influences cell sizes beyond the 
underlying stochasticity in growth and division processes. 
Moreover, the longer cell size of siblings asymmetrically 
inheriting the PA persists over multiple generations and can-
not be corrected by cell size homeostasis mechanisms.

Our observations indicate that naturally occurring large 
intracellular structures such as PAs can play an important 
role in perturbing the intracellular architecture of individual 
cells by their physical interaction with other large struc-
tural elements such as the nucleoid. It can also further be 
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hypothesized that PAs delineate a cytoplasmic “dead space” 
that competes for space with structures such as the nucleoid 
and could possibly even disrupt intracellular protein gra-
dients [41] (e.g., pole-to-pole oscillation of the MinCDE 
system [9], MipZ-based division site localization [42, 43], 
parABS-based plasmid-partinioning [44, 45], etc.). From 
this perspective, it is tempting to consider that some bacte-
ria may have evolved mechanisms to mitigate the disturb-
ing presence of a large PA structure. In fact, it was recently 
shown that PA management of Caulobacter crescentus dif-
fers from that of E. coli and B. subtilis, since C. crescentus 
PAs seem to be distributed throughout the cell volume and 
become partitioned to both daughter cells [46].

Since protein aggregation is a ubiquitous phenomenon 
in all life-forms and known to be affected by a wide variety 
of frequently experienced environmental conditions (such 
as pH, temperature, oxidative stress, antibiotics, pressure, 
starvation, and even in the absence of obvious stressors) [30, 
47], it is likely that our observations are not limited to the 
cellular model systems and environmental conditions tested 
in this study. Presumably, the observed effects of PAs on the 

nucleoid and division machinery could even extend to other 
types of intracellular structures (e.g., polyhydroxyalkanoates 
(PHA) [48–50], polyphosphate (polyP) granules [51–53], 
and glycogen deposits [54–56]), depending on their specific 
spatial and temporal dynamics. In fact, a smaller old pole-
associated deterministic asymmetry was also reproducibly 
detected in PA-free cells, which, we hypothesize, stems from 
the presence of polar cellular structures/debris not reported 
on by the IbpA-msfGFP reporter. One candidate for this may 
be the deposit of glycogen, which is known to occur in old 
cell poles [54–56].

In summary, our study demonstrates that the presence of 
PAs can impacts cellular architecture and processes related 
to cell division and cell size determination. Specifically, we 
demonstrate that these structures influence nucleoid place-
ment and size, the location of the division site, and cell 
length at birth. As such, PAs can be regarded as a deter-
ministic driver for cell size differences among siblings of a 
clonal population, even within homogeneous environments.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strains and growth conditions

The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are 
listed in Table S1 and primers are listed in Table S2.

Liquid culturing of E. coli for physiological testing was 
done in AB medium (supplemented with 10 µg/ml thiamine, 
25 µg/ml uracil and 0.2% casamino acids). AB medium 
[with the above-mentioned supplements and the addition of 
2% agarose (Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium)] was also used 
to make agarose pads intended for time-lapse microscopy, 
while 0.85% KCl agarose pads were used in the case of 
single time-point microscopy snapshots. Stationary phase 
B. subtilis cultures were prepared in BHI medium (Oxoid, 
Hampshire, United Kingdom), while MOPS medium 
(adapted from Kort et al. [57]) was used for exponential 
phase cultures and agarose pads and contains 1.32 mM 
 K2HPO4, 0.4  mM  MgCl2, 0.276  mM  K2SO4, 0.01  mM 
 FeSO4, 0.14  mM  CaCl2, 80  mM 3-[N-morpholino]pro-
panesulfonic acid (MOPS), 4 mM Tricine, 10 mM  NH4Cl, 
3 nM  (NH4)6Mo7O24, 0.4 µM  H3BO3, 30 nM  CoCl2, 10 nM 
 CuSO4, 10 nM  ZnSO4, 0.1 mM  MnCl2, 27.8 mM glucose, 
0.02% casamino acids and 30 mM l-valine. Lysogeny Broth 
according to Lennox (LB) was used for strain and plasmid 
construction unless indicated otherwise.

Cultures were always incubated at 37 °C, except for the 
appropriate times during strain construction when growth at 
30 °C was required. Liquid cultures were incubated aerobi-
cally while shaking (250 rpm) in tubes containing 4 ml of 
medium (except for when preparing cultures for immunola-
beling, in which case 25 ml cultures were used). Stationary 

Fig. 3  A Representative superimposed, phase contrast and epifluo-
rescence (reporting FtsZ immunolabeled with Cy3, IbpA-msfGFP 
and DAPI stained nucleoids) images of fixed E. coli MG1655 ibpA-
msfGFP tnaAΔ106 (left) and E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAK270A 
(right) cells after induction with 1.25  mM l-tryptophan. Scale bar 
corresponds to 2 µm. B Normalized average signal profiles of IbpA-
msfGFP (green), DAPI stained nucleoids (blue) and Cy3 labeled FtsZ 
(red) and the normalized average cell diameter profile (grey) plotted 
against the normalized cell length for the 80–100% cell cycle age 
group (i.e., predivisional cells) of fixed PA-bearing E. coli MG1655 
ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 [solid lines; split in cells carrying 1 PA (left; 
n = 1701) and 2 PAs (right; n = 333)] and PA-free E. coli MG1655 
ibpA-msfGFP tnaAK270A (dashed lines; n = 3540; same data shown 
on the left and right as reference) cells. Cells are sorted with the cell 
pole containing most IbpA-msfGFP fluorescence on the left. The ver-
tical dashed line represents the mid-point of the cell. A single rep-
resentative experiment from 3 independent experiments is shown. 
Data for all cell cycle age groups can be found in Supplementary 
Figure S3. C Average normalized localization of the Cy3-FtsZ sig-
nal profile local maximum around midcell of the 80–100% cell cycle 
age group of fixed PA-free E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAK270A 
 (PA−; grey) and PA-bearing E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 
(1 or 2 PAs; green) cells determined over 3 independent experiments. 
D Average normalized localization of the DAPI signal profile local 
minimum around midcell of the 80–100% cell cycle age group of 
fixed PA-free E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAK270A  (PA−; grey) 
and single PA-bearing E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 (1 or 
2 PAs; green) cells determined over 3 independent experiments. For 
C and D, data on the y-axis is sorted with the cell pole containing 
the most IbpA-msfGFP fluorescence on the bottom. Individual data 
points are represented by diamonds. The horizontal dashed line repre-
sents the mid-point of the cell. Error bars represent the standard devi-
ation. Lowercase letters indicate that pairwise comparisons between 
groups are statistically significant when the groups do not have any 
letter in common (ANOVA followed by Tukey HSD post-hoc test, 
p-value ≤ 0.05). In A–D, cells were transferred from well-mixed liq-
uid cultures onto agarose pads for immediate microscopic image 
acquisition
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phase cultures were obtained by allowing ca. 16 h of growth, 
while exponential phase cultures were obtained by dilut-
ing stationary phase cultures 1/100 (B. subtilis) or 1/1000 
(E. coli) in fresh medium and allowing growth for ca. 3 (B. 
subtilis) or 5 h (E. coli).

When appropriate, the following chemicals were added to 
the medium at the indicated final concentrations: 100 µg/ml 
ampicillin (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA; E. coli), 
50 µg/ml kanamycin (Applichem, Darmstadt, Germany; E. 
coli), 5 µg/ml kanamycin (B. subtilis), 50 µg/ml spectino-
mycin (Sigma-Aldrich; B. subtilis), 1.25 mM l-tryptophan 
(Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium), 0.2% glucose, 100 µM 

Isopropyl β-d-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG; Acros Organ-
ics) and 1 µg/ml DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole).

Strain and plasmid construction

A C-terminal translational fusion of mScarlet-I to hupA 
was made by creating an mScarlet-I-frt-nptI-frt amplicon 
from the previously described pBam1-Tn5-mScarlet-I 
plasmid with primers P1 and P2. Subsequently, recom-
bineering into the hupA locus was achieved by lambda 
Red-mediated recombination using pKD46 [58]. The frt-
flanked kanamycin resistance cassette was subsequently 
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excised through site-specific recombination by transiently 
equipping the strain with plasmid pCP20 [66].

All constructed plasmids and chromosomal insertions 
were initially confirmed by PCR with primer pairs attach-
ing outside of the region of insertion (Table S2). Correct 
insertions were further verified by sequencing (Macrogen, 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands).

PA induction

PAs (or the corresponding soluble controls) were induced 
by the addition of 1.25 mM l-tryptophan (strains con-
taining tnaAΔ106 or tnaAK270A alleles) for the last 2 h of 
growth, by the addition of 100 µM IPTG for the last hour 
of growth (strains containing fluorescently labeled cI78EP8 
or cI78WT alleles) or through sublethal heat-treatment 
(47 °C, 15 min), as indicated. Heat treatment of liquid 
cultures was performed as previously described in Mortier 
and Gayán et al. [37]. Cells induced with l-tryptophan or 
IPTG were subsequently washed three times (8000 × g, 
1 min) with AB medium to remove the inducer.

Immunolabeling

Cells were immunolabeled as previously described [59]. 
Briefly, cell cultures were fixed with formaldehyde and 
glutaraldehyde shaking in a water bath at 37 °C for 15 min. 
The cells were subsequently washed in PBS, permeabilized 
by Triton-X100 and lysozyme and incubated in blocking 
buffer to prevent non-specific binding of the antibodies 
before incubation with primary antibodies against FtsZ for 
1 h at 37 °C. Next, the cells were washed and incubated 
with secondary anti-rabbit antibodies conjugated to Cy3 
(Jacksons’s immunochemicals, Baltimore, MD, USA).

Microscopy

Bacterial cultures were immobilized on agarose pads con-
taining the appropriate medium and covered with a cover 
glass attached to a 125 µl Gene Frame (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific).

For Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5A–G, S1 and S2, image acquisition 
was performed using a Ti-Eclipse inverted microscope 
with NIS-elements software (Nikon, Champigny-sur-
Marne, France) equipped with a 100 × Plan Apo λ oil 
objective, a TI-CT-E motorized condenser and a Nikon 
DS-Qi2 camera. msfGFP was imaged using a quad-edge 
dichroic (395/470/550/640 nm) and a FITC single emis-
sion filter, while mScarlet-I and mCerulean were imaged 
using a triple-edge dichroic (475/540/600 nm). A Spect-
raX LED illuminator (Lumencor, Beaverton, OR, USA) 
was used as light source, using the 470/24 excitation filter. 
Temperature was controlled with an Okolab cage incubator 
(Okolab, Ottaviano, Italy).

Image acquisition for Figs. 3, S3 and S4 was achieved 
using an Olympus BX-60 f luorescence microscope 
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an UPlanApo 
100 × /N.A. 1.35 oil Iris Ph3 objective, Hamamatsu 
ORCA-flash4.0JT model C11440-42U camera (Hama-
matsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). Images were acquired 
using the Micro Manager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ. DAPI was 
imaged through a U-MWU filter (excitation 330–385 nm, 
dichroic 400  nm and emission > 400  nm; Olympus), 
msfGFP and GFP(Sp) through a GFP filter (excitation 
470 ± 40 nm, dichroic 495 nm and emission 525 ± 50 nm; 
Chroma, Taoyuan City, Taiwan), and Cy3 were imaged 
through an mCherry filter (excitation 560 ± 40  nm, 
dichroic 505 nm and emission 630 ± 75 nm; Chroma).

Image acquisition for Fig. 5H was done with a Zeiss 
LSM 880 confocal laser scanning microscope equipped 
with an α Plan-Apochromat 100x/1.46 Oil DIC M27, a 
TPMT for imaging the cell and Airyscan for super-resolu-
tion fluorescence imaging (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

Fig. 4  A Representative superimposed, phase contrast and epifluo-
rescence (reporting HUα-mScarlet-I (red) and IbpA-msfGFP (green) 
localization) images of live E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 
hupA-mScarlet-I cells after induction with 1.25  mM l-tryptophan. 
Scale bar corresponds to 2  µm. B Relative centroid position of the 
nucleoid for normalized E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 cells 
with 1 nucleoid after l-tryptophan induction and binned accord-
ing to whether they had no  (PA−), small  (PA+ small), medium  (PA+ 
medium) or large PAs  (PA+ large). C Relative centroid position 
of both nucleoids for normalized E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP 
tnaAΔ106 cells with 2 nucleoids after l-tryptophan induction and 
binned according to whether they had no  (PA−), small  (PA+ small), 
medium  (PA+ medium) or large PAs  (PA+ large). D Relative dis-
tance between both nucleoid centroid positions for normalized E. coli 
MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 cells with 2 nucleoids after l-tryp-
tophan induction and binned according to whether they had no  (PA−), 
small  (PA+ small), medium  (PA+ medium) or large PAs  (PA+ large). 
E Ratio of nucleoid length over cell length for all E. coli MG1655 
ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 cells after l-tryptophan induction and binned 
according to whether they had no  (PA−), small  (PA+ small), medium 
 (PA+ medium) or large PAs  (PA+ large). For B and C, positions are 
determined in reference to the cell pole of the cell half with the most 
IbpA-msfGFP fluorescence. For B–E, the horizontal dashed line cor-
responds to the average value observed for the PA-free subpopulation 
and serves as a visual reference. Data were pooled from three inde-
pendently grown cultures and is shown as violin plots overlaid with 
box (25th to 75th percentile) and whisker (1.5 × IQR) plots, the mean 
is plotted as a white diamond and the sample sizes (n) are indicated 
on the figures. Lowercase letters on B–E indicate that pairwise com-
parisons between groups are statistically significant when the groups 
do not have any letter in common (linear mixed model correct for cell 
length with different cultures included as random factors followed by 
Tukey HSD post-hoc test, p-value ≤ 0.05). In A–E, cells were trans-
ferred from well-mixed liquid cultures onto agarose pads for immedi-
ate microscopic image acquisition
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Image analysis

Cell lengths for Fig. 1A were determined using the open-
source software Ilastik [60], which was trained to robustly 
identify and segment bacterial cells and exclude debris 
and out-of-focus cells, and the microbeJ [61] plugin (ver-
sion 5.13l; https:// www. micro bej. com/) for ImageJ (version 
1.53c; https:// imagej. nih. gov/ ij/).

Cell lengths at birth for Figs. 1B, 2, S1 and S2 were 
manually measured in NIS-Elements AR 5.20.00 (Nikon). 

The average of two independent measurements was taken 
to minimize technical variability. For MG1655 ibpA-
msfGFP tnaAΔ106, MG1655 ΔlacY pTrc99A-Ptrc-mCer-
cI78EP8 and PS832 amyE::PHyperspank gfp(Sp)-cI78EP8, only 
microcolonies with founder cells carrying a single polarly 
localized labeled PA that lasted for at least 3 generations 
were selected for analysis. Since heat-shocked founder 
cells in Fig. 1B mostly carried multiple PAs, cells were 
allowed 1 division prior to analysis to generate founder 
cells with a single PA.

Fig. 5  A Normalized nucleoid centroid position (relative to either 
the PA-free or PA-bearing old cell pole) of PA-free  (PA−; grey) and 
PA-bearing  (PA+; green) E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 
hupA-mScarlet-I sister cells from PA-bearing cell couples at birth. B 
Normalized nucleoid centroid position (relative to the old cell pole) 
of PA-free E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I 
sister cells from PA-free cell couples at birth. C Cell length of PA-
free  (PA−; grey) and PA-bearing  (PA+; green) E. coli MG1655 ibpA-
msfGFP tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I sister cells from PA-bearing cell 
couples at birth. D Cell length of PA-free E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msf-
GFP tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I sister cells from PA-free cell couples 
at birth. E Ratio of nucleoid length over cell length of PA-free  (PA−; 
grey) and PA-bearing  (PA+; green) E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP 
tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I sister cells from PA-bearing cell cou-
ples at birth. F Ratio of nucleoid length over cell length of PA-free 
E. coli MG1655 ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I sister cells 
from PA-free cell couples at birth. G Representative phase contrast, 
epifluorescence [reporting HUα-mScarlet-I (red) and IbpA-msfGFP 
localization (green)] and superimposed images of E. coli MG1655 

ibpA-msfGFP tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I sister cells after induction 
with 1.25 mM l-tryptophan is halted. The asymmetrically segregated 
 TnaAΔ106 PA in the PA-bearing cell is indicated by a white arrow. 
Scale bar corresponds to 2  µm. H Representative super-resolution 
fluorescence [reporting IbpA-msfGFP (green) and HUα-mScarlet-I 
(red)], superimposed and TPMT images of E. coli MG1655 ibpA-
msfGFP tnaAΔ106 hupA-mScarlet-I sister cells after induction with 
1.25 mM l-tryptophan is halted. Cell outline is represented in white 
and a white arrow indicates the  TnaAΔ106 PA. Scale bar corresponds 
to 1  µm. For A and B, asterisks indicate significant differences 
(p ≤ 0.05) from 0.5 (one-sample t-tests) and the horizontal dashed 
line at 0.5 represent a perfectly symmetric nucleoid centroid position, 
while values higher than 0.5 correspond to a nucleoid centroid posi-
tion shifted away from the old cell pole. For A, C and E, PA-bearing 
and PA-free groups were compared using paired two-sided t-tests. For 
A–F, data were pooled from three independent experiments and is 
shown as violin plots overlaid with box (25th to 75th percentile) and 
whisker (1.5 × IQR) plots and the mean is plotted as a white diamond

https://www.microbej.com/
https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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Signal profiles for Figs. 3, S3 and S4 were obtained using 
Coli Inspector (https:// sils. fnwi. uva. nl/ bcb/ objec tj/ examp les/ 
Coli- Inspe ctor/ Coli- Inspe ctor- MD/ coli- inspe ctor. html) sup-
ported by the ObjectJ plugin [62] (https:// sils. fnwi. uva. nl/ 
bcb/ objec tj/) for ImageJ. Cell cycle age groups were binned 
according to cell length. Background fluorescence was 
removed from the images using the ObjectJ plugin.

For Fig. 4, cell meshes of individual cells were automati-
cally generated by the open-source image analysis software 
Oufti [63] for the subsequent use in custom MATLAB 
(https:// www. mathw orks. com/) scripts to extract cell lengths 
and nucleoid characteristics like previously reported [64]. 
Manual curation of the dataset was necessary to achieve 
a robust detection of cellular and nucleoid characteristics. 
Cells were binned in groups with different PA-sizes by set-
ting arbitrary cut-off points for the average pixel intensity 
of IbpA-msfGFP fluorescence in the most fluorescent cell 
pole (i.e., one third of the cell) based on visual inspection 
of the images (Supplementary Fig. S5). Cells were oriented 
according to the cell half that has the largest total IbpA-
msfGFP intensity. For PA-bearing cells, this corresponds to 
the cell half where the PA is located. Note that the analysis 
does not take into account that a fraction of cells contains 2 
PAs, but since this fraction is very small (< 1%), this should 
have no meaningful effect on the results.

Similarly, for Fig. 5A–G, cell meshes of sister cell cou-
ples at the time of division were manually generated in Oufti 
and the old cell poles of all cells were marked using Oufti’s 
polarity feature. This was followed by the extraction of sev-
eral cell morphology characteristics (including cell length, 
nucleoid length and the position of the nucleoid centroid 
relative to the old cell pole) using custom MATLAB scripts 
as previously reported [64]. Manual curation of the dataset 
was performed to remove cells with aberrant cell segmenta-
tion and/or unsuccessful nucleoid detection.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses (ANOVA, linear mixed models, Tukey 
HSD post hoc test, Student’s t test, Welch’s t test, Bonfer-
roni corrections, ANCOVA and the appropriate tests to test 
for underlying assumptions) were carried out using the R 
open-source software [65]. Differences were regarded as 
significant when the p value was ≤ 0.05.

Student’s t tests for Figs. 3 and S4 were performed on 
the normalized position of the local normalized fluores-
cence profile maximum (Cy3-labeled FtsZ) or minimum 
(DAPI) at midcell on the last age group over 3 independent 
experiments.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s00018- 023- 05002-4.
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